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‘King Pac’, king of plastic bags

Point of view from 27 years old executive
My father always taught me not consider other businesses as
competitors but as collaboration probabilities. Nowadays, our focus is
not be only No.1 in Asia but a world leader in this industry.

Many of plastic bags are used in fashion shops, department stores
and convenience stores. We always call these bags ‘GOP GAP
bags’. Some have colorful design, screened pictures, and scents. The
variety on plastic bags was created by Q-Paiboon Julasaksrisakul, a
young 27 years old executive and the 3rd generation of King Pac
Industrial co, ltd.

There is not only competition with others but sometimes we have to
do as a nature of ordinary commercials. In USA, sales volume is high
compared to Thais because different usage for plastic products. For
example, the US may categorize the bags according to usage,
however, for Thais they might use a T-shirt bags for all usage
purposes.

From real estate to plastic bags business

Reduce plastic bags for global warming campaign

About 30 years ago, my father shared with German and Malaysian
company to establish zipper bag factory for export to Europe
countries. In 1997, he wanted this business to be owned 100% by
Thai. With his vision to pioneer this type of business, he bought all
shares.

In fact, plastic bags contribute to the global warming problem. It has
just been created to reduce plastic bags usage but actually the
campaign is aimed reducing towards production costs of plastic bags
manufacturers.

Before this, we had a real estate business. When it was stable, we
aimed to do plastic bags business earnestly.
The best and the only one in Thailand
We produce a variety of comprehensive bags such as T-shirt bags,
Shopping bags, Fashion bags, Garbage bags and Zipper bags. The
outstanding products are the printed cartoon licensing and Doggy
bags. The Doggy bags are very necessary and used widely used in
developed countries because it is unlawful if you ignore cleaning your
pet’s feces. Doggy bags are convenient to use instead of papers.
Doggy bags specifically designed for this usage and are produced
by cutting suitable sizes, thickness, and scents to reduce the odors.
King Pac Industrial provides a variety of consistent products
compared to the competitors. King Pac has the ability to produce a
wider range of products which includes 8 main items, 33 types that
total over 500 items.

By comparing paper with plastic bags, paper bags, require using
many trees to be main material, causing more global warming. The
actual problem of plastic bags it is non-degradable. In many
countries, they manage by bury in the ground, use as a construction
or furniture material. We have some chemical additives those can
cause the products degrade by themselves in 6 months. These
additives will activate when received oxygen, water or UV to their
threshold point and begin degradation their chemical compositions. I
decide in future, almost manufacturers would use these chemical
additives more in their products because everyone still have to use
plastic bags to hold things. It depends on how people use plastic
bags. That may lead to an excessive garbage problem in future.

TRANSLATED TO ENGLISH
The third generation
In my family, my older brother (Tawee Julasaksrisakul) manages the
domestic market, my older sister (Pattida Julasaksrisakul) manages
the financial and capital department. For myself, my position is
Assistant to Managing Director responsible to handle some projects
about government support, and to international sales. Until now, my
main job is managing the international commerce.
Although I am the youngest child in family, my age is not such a
trouble. Customers do not view how old I am but my job successions.
Although some Japanese customers, usually ask me my age. I
understand that my job seems too big for me but I use my younger
age to be my benefit. I can deal with customers humbly and politely.
For easier negotiation, I will ask my customer humbly to teach me as
they have more experience.

Personal matter and executive heart
Since my school life, I have been interested in politics, and was
always eager to try and learn. In my opinion, there is not difference
between politics and business, just only details in depth. I manage an
export business, while politics manage human and government, these
are conformable things. After I knew that I would have to take care of
our business, I had to hold up my political plan. Since I was a
teenager, I usually played music instruments such as drums, guitar,
bass. I have ever entered into the music competitions such as
Yamaha, Hot Wave and Coke music award. I use to have a long hair
and leaned on ideal dreams. As I grew older I had to take more
responsibilities by separating my dreams and career. However I still
have time, but now is the time to spend on works and earning money.
For my dreams, I can reach them anytime when I ever free. On my
weekends, I would use my spare time for music and study politics if I
have enough time.
About girls, I am ok with an ordinary girl. Any characteristics are
acceptable, neat, funny does not have to be smart or talkative.
However I do not think about this topic at this time, my work is more
important. My parents are quite old, and have worked all of their lives,
I want to let them go travelling. My brother, sister and I will handle the
businesses.

No one knows whether King Pac will be the No.1 or not, although
there are campaigns for reducing the plastic bags usage, Thai
consumers are still be pushed with multiple bags from shops that do
not reuse. This will cause an excessive garbage problem. Even
though we would have any effective innovative degradation
chemicals, if people are still using plastic bags without concern, any
innovations would be helpless.
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